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We recently inaugurated the new office of MB Informatics Pvt.
Ltd in New Delhi, India (MBI). The Honorable Ambassador of
Oman to India, H.E. Sheikh Hamed bin Saif bin Abdul Aziz Al
Rawahi graced the occasion as the Chief Guest. We have always
been firm towards our commitment to grow our business and
succeed and this new office is a right step in that direction. I
am confident that the MBI team will work hard and contribute
positively towards the success of the Group.
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2015 has been an interesting year across the MB Holding
Group. There have been key developments across the Group
companies that have reached fruition.
The MB Holding Group successfully launched the e-learning
programme – ‘iLearn, iDevelop, iGrow’. A first such initiative, this
exciting gateway will help employees Learn new skills, Develop
continuously and Grow professionally. With over 450 relevant
and high quality learning material such as videos, e-books and
courses available, at the convenience of your desktop, laptop, or
tablets, I encourage all employees to partake in this new learning
experience!

MB Holding Group celebrates
the return of His Majesty to
the Sultanate

Petrogas E&P partners with
Omani Women’s Association

This is a busy time across the Group
and I trust every employee will
bring in more energy and positivity
which will reflect in their work

• If you wish to contribute in the next issue,
please email us at
marcom@mbholdingco.com with an
outline
of what you wish to contribute.

As an Omani company, we are strongly dedicated to supporting
and empowering Youth as well as nurturing future leaders. We
regularly participate in the Sultan Qaboos University Career
Fair and the response to that has been satisfactory. Following
an announcement earlier, regarding the MSc Chair programme
with Miami University, USA, I am glad to announce we have
selected our first candidate after a rigorous selection process.
Saleh Humaid Al Zeidi, HSE Supervisor from Petrogas Rima is
the successful contender and will attend MSc in Environmental
Sciences at Miami University in Ohio USA in the fall 2015
semester. These are small steps towards a bright future
and I hope more employees come forward and offer their
candidature towards this programme.
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Corporate Social Responsibility is one of the central pillars of
our Group. As a corporate, we are always looking at ways in
which we can support communities within which we operate.
To this effect, I am happy to note that MBPS has taken the drive
safe campaign a step further by installing In-Vehicle Monitoring
Systems (IVMS) in buses being operated by Shatti Al Qurm
School and Moosa Bin Naseer Boys School in Muscat, Oman.
The IVMS instruments offer some latest technological advanced
systems such as Sensor MEMS 3D acceleration sensitivity which
is used to measure on a real time basis - the driving speed, the
intensity of acceleration, braking, shocks due to the condition of
the roads and the recording of the intensity of shocks suffered
by vehicles. I am really proud of the fact that the company is
making concerted efforts at reaching out to the community and
inculcating safe driving practice among bus drivers.
I am happy to note that Petrogas E&P B.V. recently launched
the A18 platform in the Netherlands. It was a pleasure to have
Oman’s Ambassador to the Netherlands officially inaugurate
the new platform.
This is a busy time across the Group and I trust every employee
will bring in more energy and positivity which will reflect in
their work and subsequently towards the Group’s success. I
wish everyone Eid Mubarak. May Allah shower his bounty and
blessings on all of us. Amen!
Regards & Good Luck!
Dr. Mohammed Al Barwani
Chairman, MB Holding Company LLC
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MB Holding Group launches
e-learning programme

On the occasion of the official launch,
Said Al Jabri, Director – Corporate
Operations, MB Holding Company,
said, “As a Group, we are constantly
seeking ways to develop, motivate
and nurture our employees. We
firmly believe in being innovative and
adaptive. After careful consideration
and analysis across the group, it was
felt that an inclusive programme
needs to be provided. And we
thought the best way to address it is
to give our employees a new learning
programme – a programme which

will be novel as well as educational &
exciting. Hence, the Group is launching
a pioneering programme - iLearn,
iDevelop, iGrow’. This is a specially
designed development programme
for employees within the Group.”
Badran Al Hinai, Group HR Manager,
added, “With today’s technology
savvy population, e-learning platform
is an obvious choice. This programme
offers immense flexibility, accessibility,
a variety of learning content, is cost
effective and encourages social
networking. This will also allow

The MB Holding Group recently launched
its first e-learning programme – iLearn,
iDevelop, iGrow across all its offices in
Oman and some internationally too. The
programme was inaugurated by Sharifa
Al Harthy, Vice Chairperson, MB Holding
Company in the presence of Dr. Mohammed
Al Barwani, Chairman, MB Holding Company
as well as other senior officials.
The programme which is delivered completely
online can be accessed through interfaces
such as desktops, laptops or tablets to access
educational curriculum outside a traditional
classroom. More than 1000 tailor made
learning material across different mediums
(e-books, videos, online courses etc) will be
made available to employees.
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employees to complete the learning
at their pace, keep them motivated
and inspire life-long learning.”
In its first phase, this initiative is a
pilot project where 600 employees
will be randomly selected. Following
this, as part of the second phase, the
programme will be rolled out to all
employees.

Petrogas’s A18 platform inaugurated by
Oman’s Ambassador to the Kingdom of
the Netherlands
A18 is a new platform to be installed in Block A18 later this year, and
will have an initial production rate of 70 MMscf/d from three wells,
which will be drilled after installation. The project is being carried out in
partnership with EBN, Dyas and Taqa and Petrogas E&P B.V. (Operator).
His Excellency was shown around the platform by Usama Barwani and
they were able to walk around the A18 topsides which were largely
complete, as well as inspect the A18 jacket which was positioned near
the topsides.

The A18 platform was officially inaugurated by His Excellency
Sayyid Mohammed Bin Harib Abdallah Al-Said, the Ambassador
of the Sultanate of Oman to the Kingdom of the Netherlands.
This was attended by Usama Barwani, CEO, Petrogas and guests
Tariq Barwani, CEO, Mawarid Mining; Marcel Onkenhout, CEO,
Oceanco and Neville Storey, CEO, UES. The group was hosted
by Nick Dancer, General Manager PEPN and Paul Quinn,
Construction Manager, PEPN
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The inauguration was a double celebration of sorts, with an open day
being held for the employees and their families. The open day was
hosted at the HSM yard in Schiedam. It allowed employees, families and
friends of the employees of the three companies to visit and inspect
Petrogas’ new A18 offshore platform which is being constructed at
HSM’s yard. In addition to the platform, the companies provided music,
entertainment and refreshment for the guests.
The inauguration proved to be a grand success with the ambassador
appreciating the efforts made by Petrogas E&P B.V. in developing
cutting edge technology.
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First Grant of Dr. Mohammed
Barwani MSc Programme awarded

Following a rigorous selection process, Saleh Humaid Al
Zeidi, HSE Supervisor from Petrogas Rima is the successful
contender of the first grant of Dr. Mohammed Barwani MSc

Scholarship Programme. He will attend MSc in Environmental
Sciences at Miami University in Ohio USA in the fall 2015
semester.

The new office of MB Informatics Pvt. Ltd.
India (MBI) was recently inaugurated by
the Honorable Ambassador of Oman to
India, H.E. Sheikh Hamed bin Saif bin
Abdul Aziz Al Rawahi. His Excellency
graced the occasion as the Chief Guest.

Cornell EMBA Team Visits UES
The Cornell-Johnson EMBA Global
Business Project (GBP) is an opportunity
for students in the final term of their
second year to embark on a global
experience with the goal of applying
their knowledge within an international
setting. The team of Ivy League MBA
students (Kaamil El-Rayess, Marios
Hatzikyriakou, Morgan A. Jones, Jon
Poelma, Bharat Sawhney and Siwat
Siengsanaoh) was established in 2014
with team members hailing from New
York City, New Jersey and Boston in
the United States. The team members
contribute expertise in a variety of
industries including oil & gas, management
consulting,
computer
software,
government,
and
transportation.
In addition, the team also has rich

experience in a diverse set of functional
areas including leadership, innovation,
product development, strategy, and
operations.
In view of current globalization, the Cornell
team approached MB Holding Group to
conduct research that was necessary to
achieve targeted growth and expansion into
other business interests. The uniqueness
of the company and the opportunity to
make a real impact on the organization led
the team to choose United Engineering
Services. The project objective was to help
UES evolve into a sustainable business that
is able to withstand the volatility of the oil
& gas industry.
The Cornell team had the opportunity to
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MB Informatics inaugurates
its new office in New Delhi

visit the executive leadership at both MB
Holding Group (including the Chairman)
and UES earlier this year in March. The
purpose of the visit was to present
industry findings thus far and fine tune
their efforts moving forward. The analysis
presented would allow UES to move
up the value chain into new industries
and expand UES into new geographies
while capitalizing and expanding on their
existing expertise and capabilities. The
findings from the Oman visit were used to
develop recommendations over the next
4-6 weeks. On May 7th, the Cornell team
presented their findings of potential M&A
opportunities in new industries to both
MBH and UES executive management via
teleconference in Oman and in person to
UES CEO, Neville Storey, in New York City.

The function was also presided by the
Chairman and Vice Chairperson, MB
Holding, Sushil Srivastava (Group Chief
Financial Officer, MB Holding Group), Said
Al Jabri (Director - Corporate Operations,
MB Holding Group), Badran Al Hinai
(Group HR Manager), Madhusudan
Swami (CEO – MBPS - Oman & Middle
East), Murali Chidambaram (Chief
Internal Auditor – MB Holding), other
dignitaries and guests.
The Chief Guest cut the ribbon to
inaugurate the new office premises
amidst applause from the gathering. He
was then given a tour of the premises by

Manoj Bhargava, COO, MBI along with
other dignitaries. He gave the welcome
address giving a brief introduction of the
work done by MB Informatics. He thanked
the guests specially, H.E. the Ambassador
for taking time and making it a memorable
occasion for all MBI employees. A cake was
cut by His Excellency, Chairman and Vice
Chairperson to celebrate the occasion with
the employees and guests. The Chairman
addressed the gathering and shared his
views on how the vision of setting up a
support services center in India has borne
fruit in the form of MB Informatics and
that he hoped to see it become a global
services hub for the Group.
The Chief Guest interacted with the
Chairman and other guests over tea and
snacks. The occasion added to the long
history of cordial and friendly business
relations that Oman has shared with
India and highlights the growth of
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Omani business ventures into global
business houses.
The event concluded with a lunch for all
the guests and employees.

MB Holding Group conducts
7th Blood Donation campaign
The MB Holding Group held its 7th annual blood
donation campaign at their head office in Azaiba,
Muscat recently. This extremely successful event
was held with the support of Ministry of Health
represented by the Department of Blood Services.
This campaign has taken shape as a regular annual
event in the MB Holding calendar and was marketed
internally across various pieces of communication to
invite employees from across the group companies
within Oman.
Said Al Jabri, Director – Corporate Operations, MB
Holding, said, “It is extremely gratifying to see such
a large turnout from across the group. This further
reaffirms our philosophy of thinking beyond just our
business and contributing to the environment and
people around us.”

MB Holding Group celebrates the return
of His Majesty to the Sultanate

The blood donation campaign is yet another initiative
by the Group to give back to the community. Further
encouraged by recognition from the Ministry of Health
Officials on earlier campaigns signifies the importance
of such roles taken by private sector companies.

MB Holding Group joined hands with the
nation in celebrating the arrival of His
Majesty Sultan Qaboos bin Said to the
Sultanate. His Majesty returned to the
Sultanate in good health after successful
treatment abroad.

Deputy Chief Medical Officer of MB Holding Group Dr.
Dhishaan Al Shanfari was thrilled at the response to
this year’s campaign and said, “This is the 7th blood
donation drive that we have conducted at our office.
Medically speaking, blood donation enhances the
production of new red blood cells and reduces the
risk of heart diseases. It energizes the body and gives
one a sense of fulfillment by actively contributing to a
noble cause.”

On this happy occasion, a get together
was organized by the employees of the
company. A special prayer was recited
for his continued good health as well as
for the prosperity of the nation under his
wise leadership.
Addressing
the
employees,
Dr.
Mohammed Al Barwani, Chairman, MB
Holding Group, said, “On this happy
occasion, I would like to congratulate and
extend my humble greetings and best
wishes to His Majesty Sultan Qaboos bin
Said and the people of Oman. As a 100%
Omani company, we will continue to
pledge our allegiance to the nation and
help translate his vision into reality.”
Echoing the Chairman’s sentiments,
Sharifa Al Harthy, Vice Chairperson,
MB Holding Group, added, “This is an
exciting day for the people of Oman.
We are happy to know that His Majesty
has returned safely to Oman following
successful treatment. We will continue
to pray for His Majesty’s lasting health &
long life and continue to support him in
leading Oman to prosperity.”
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Petrogas Rima officials present technical paper at
an International Enhanced Oil Recovery Conference

MB Holding Group participates in
SQU career fair
The MB Holding Group participated in the Sultan Qaboos
University’s (SQU) Career & Training Opportunities Fair
2015. The Group was represented by its key subsidiaries MB
Petroleum Services which provides drilling and oilfield services,
Petrogas E&P which is into exploration and production of oil
& gas, United Engineering Services which provides oilfield &

marine engineering services and Mawarid Mining which is into
mining and minerals.
The three-day fair was held at the Grand Hall of Sultan Qaboos
University Cultural Centre.

Recently, with increased technological and economic challenges
in tapping heavy oil reservoirs due to cost and diminishing
oil price, many Oil & Gas operators tend to relinquish heavy
oil production. However, Petrogas Rima LLC, based on four
successful pilot trials, idiosyncratically justified to persevere
in heavy oil exploitation while fostering a low cost yet safe
methodology. Expanding on that understanding, Dr. Said Al
Mufarji, GM-Petrogas Rima, presented a professional technical
paper on Potential Solar Powered EOR in Petrogas heavy oil
fields during the Oil Improved and Enhanced Oil Recovery
(WIEOR) Forum staged in the Radisson Blue hotel in Muscat
Oman recently.
The presentation covered various conventional steam EOR
(Enhanced Oil Recovery) methods as well as several thermal
solar techniques available in the market to analyze potential
diesel fuel cost savings. As such, the talk covered EOR appealing
concepts that could benefit the heavy oil field developments
if solar thermal technology could be further developed to
safely reduce our operational costs. Hence for Rima Satellite
Small Fields, the focus was on how to achieve a feasible solar
powered steam generating system allowing 24 hour operations
in individual scattered wells. The benchmark was the successful
four cyclic steam stimulation (CSS) pilot trials carried out last
year and this year using diesel operated boilers.
Among the several thermal solar systems presented, was TVP Solar
thermal panel technology. Other technologies presented, included:
Solar Parabolic Trough, Solar Tower, CSP (Concentrated Solar
Power), PV (Photovoltaic) as power source and Central Tower. TVP
Solar compared to the rest was found more interesting despite its
current limitations of maximum steam temperature being 200oC
and power storage unavailability. The limitations however can
be eliminated by supplementing the solar heating with minimal
diesel fuel to raise the temperature to 310oC and by obtaining a
feasible power storage system from a third party. Furthermore,
the TVP Solar panels appear to be less sensitive to weather related
issues such as dust, wind, mist, storm, etc… and they can be easily
cleaned.
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The technology has been field proven for thermal desalination
and air conditioning in Kuwait, Abu Dhabi and Dhahran.
Depending on the power requirements the panels can be
relocated to another well location within a few days which
makes it ideal for scattered small heavy oil fields. Remaining
solar steam sources mentioned above were found either not
matured enough or operationally too expensive compared to
TVP Solar. Analyses are ongoing to further investigate possibility
of having a pilot TVP Solar trial in a Cyclic Steam Stimulation
(CSS) operation.
Apart from CSS, other thermal EOR methodologies such as
Steam Flooding, SAGD (Steam assisted Gravity Drainage),
Downhole steam generation, viscosity reducing chemicals etc…
were found not feasible for our scattered small heavy oil fields.
The conference also shed light on major concerns that remain:
1. Limited reserve challenges. i.e. solar power capacity
commitment for limited reserves volume,
2. Reservoir modelling complexity for variable steam rates and
various temperature injection rates,
3. Overall commercial justification for scattered small fields and
4. Absence of or limited power storage for night and cloudy
days’ operations.

@MB Holding

Oceanco employees & school children
unveil artworks at outfit facility
At a recently concluded event, Oceanco, the world’s leading
luxury yacht manufacturer, unveiled a collage impression
of the artwork sessions with the local school children and
Oceanco employees.

The artwork is a collaboration of the Alblasserdam school
children as well as Oceanco’s employees who experienced
a meaningful and fun time. The central idea behind this
initiative was to engage with the local community, which
saw the new dry dock being built over a period of 3 years.
Another aim was to create an artwork to add some colour
and soul to the new facilities.
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Sultan Al Malki from the legal department
receives a commendation letter from MBPS GM

As part of project planning, the students underwent and
conducted a brainstorming session and workshop with an
artist to come up with the concept of this artwork and the
elements it should embrace. After this, the students were
invited to Oceanco and were given a guided tour for two days.
First they listened to a presentation of Oceanco, followed by
a tour through the yard. Afterwards the children were invited
to the new dry dock in order to be creative and make their
own paint tiles!
During the entire process, Oceanco employees were also
involved as everybody was invited to paint one tile. In total,
8 different schools from Alblasserdam participated (approx.
150 children) and 120 Oceanco employees.

Sultan al Malki, legal researcher, Legal Department, MB Holding recently received a commendation letter
from Madhusudan Swami – CEO, Oman & Middle East, MB Petroleum Services.

After the unveiling ceremony, employees, their families as
well as local citizens were invited to visit the facility. More
than 3000 people visited the new premises to view the
collage (20m*2.5m).

In his letter, Mr. Swami appreciated the hard work and the continuous effort put in by Sultan in the successful
settlement of MBPS cases.

MBPS receives certificate of
acknowledgment from OPAL

Oman Oil Company and Oman Society for
Petroleum Services (OPAL) are pleased
to extend their sincere thanks and
appreciation to MB Petroleum Services
LLC for its positive and active cooperation
in the programme, (My Job, My Oath),
which has had a profound impact on the
success of the programme.
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Gulf Drilling holds a fun day
out for its employees
There were several team building and fun activities
for the employees as well as their families. Salim
Al Harthy, CEO, Gulf Drilling LLC, said, “After a very
successful 2014 that our company had, I knew I
had to do something nice for my team members.
I decided to take my team for a fun day out by the
beach and what and amazing day we had! I thank
them for the hard work and dedication towards
work and hope they continue their enthusiasm and
commitment in making Gulf Drilling a successful
company in the years to come.”
Gulf Drilling LLC is a fully owned subsidiary of MB
Petroleum Services LLC Oman.

Gulf Drilling LLC recently organized a Family Day for
its employees. The day included a boat trip, with
dolphin watching, snorkeling and fishing, followed
by a beautiful stay at an isolated island about 20
minutes from Marina Bandar Al Rowdha.
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After Office Hours – Sander Drost

Surf’s up!
An adventure enthusiast, Sander Drost, Project Engineer, Petrogas
E&P Netherlands B.V., tells the Marcomm team that it’s important
to live life to the fullest… read on!
Sander Drost comes across as an extremely
unassuming person and rightly so for someone
who pursues such adventurous passions. Despite
working in the highly demanding oil & gas industry,
Sander knows to enjoy his downtime and actively
pursues his hobbies – be it surfing or skating.
When quizzed about his interest in these activities,
he immediately says, “As most Dutch children,
as soon as I could walk, my dad taught me how

18

to skate the frozen canals and lakes during the
cold Dutch winters. Each winter you will find me
skating indoors and when possible outdoors. If
the Dutch lakes are not frozen, I travel to colder
places like Sweden or Austria. In addition, it is also
an endurance sport in which you can challenge the
limits of your body and mind.”
Sander graduated from the Technical University of
Delft with a Bachelor’s Degree in Civil Engineering

@MB Holding

and a Masters in Offshore Engineering, specializing
in Offshore Hydrodynamics. He did his research at the
pipelay company Allseas in Delft on vessel motions
of the Pioneering Spirit, the largest pipe lay and
decommissioning vessel in the world.

holidays take me to distant surfing destinations. I have
explored a large amount of the Indonesian islands,
crossed Central America from Panama to Mexico and
surfed remote locations in Congo and South Africa,’ he
adds excitedly.

Though he started skating at an earlier age, his love for
surfing developed much later. “When I moved to Delft
to study, I lived close enough to the sea to try surfing.
I have always been interested in surfing, because of my
background in windsurfing, skiing and snowboarding. My
studies and surfing have strengthened my interest and
love for the ocean. I like forecasting waves and weather
systems.”

Both sports are extreme in nature; require an active
lifestyle and a strong mind & body. Both sports challenge
different parts of the body and mind. Skating is
predominantly done using legs while surfing is done using
the upper part of the body. Skating is seen as a typical
traditional Dutch sport that finds its origin in medieval
times. Surfing is much younger and finds its origin in
Hawaii. Skating is viewed as an extreme endurance sport
while surfing is often viewed as an extreme sport in
terms of danger.

Because the Dutch North Sea delivers waves only
occasionally, he likes to travel to surf. “Most of my
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Ask him which extreme sport does he prefer and pat comes the
reply, “If you wake up at 4am to be at the beach at 5am prior
to go to work, lay in 1°C water when it is snowing or spend all
your holidays on surfing trips, I would say surfing is my favorite.
Surfing has brought me to beautiful places via numerous
adventures with my closest friends.”
Extremely passionate about surfing, Sander spends most of his free
time pursuing it. He however rues the fact that surfing is relatively
nascent in The Netherlands and is only possible whenever the
waves allow it. Also the fact that it is hard to practice and participate
in a competition when one is working full time.
Being fit is important to pursue hobbies such as surfing, skating
etc. But what is more important is how it challenges the mind.
He explains, “Long distance skating is all about endurance and
not giving up although your body hurts. It is about motivating
yourself and your mates to reach the finish line after 200km
through harsh weather. It is about being disciplined when
training. Surfing is all about overcoming your fear when

paddling into a wave of consequence. You have to be prepared
when paddling into a 3 meter wall of water above a razor sharp
shallow reef with the closest hospital on the next island.”
He continues, “Since both sports are extreme it can lead to
injuries or weather conditions could not be conducive. For
skating outdoors is has to be freezing for long periods of time and
for surfing, waves have to be created by storms. Although this is
a downside to the sports, it is also part of the fun when you are
tracking the temperature or wave forecasts. In summertime,
when skating is not an option, I run and cycle to stay fit.” In
2014, he ran the Rotterdam Marathon and is currently training
for the half Ironman.

Hyspec Engineering support various
charitable institutions

Sander strongly believes that all risks can be mitigated by
using proper protection and equipment when undertaking any
adventurous activity. Another aspect that he highlights is the
need for being healthy and eating right. Having the right mental
approach, a positive outlook, adhering to safety norms and
being fit is his mantra.
Employees at Hyspec Engineering continue
to work hard throughout the year for
raising money for their chosen charities.
Julie and Iain, two employees recently
spent time at the Butterfly Club with
disabled children while presenting
them with a donation.
Andy and
Emma, other Hyspec employees also
visited Yorkhill Children’s Hospital to

make a donation. Some of the Hyspec
team members recently took part in a
sponsored cycle to support their chosen
charities. To reiterate their commitment
to supporting communities within which
they operate, Hyspec Engineering has
planned fundraising events for the rest
of the year.

Hyspec Engineering wins ‘Investors in Education’ 2014

Message to everyone:
You can do anything you set your mind to. Pursuing a sport
can give you the right mindset to overcome challenges in your
private or professional life. Most of all go out and enjoy life!
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Hyspec Engineering Ltd are the proud winners of the investors
in Education award 2014. This is the second year in a row that
they have won this award.
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Brunei delegation meets key MB Holding
personnel to discuss business opportunities

Key officials from the MB Holding Group
recently hosted a high ranking Bruneian
delegation on the directive of Chairman,
Dr. Mohammed Al Barwani and on behalf
of the Public Authority for Investment,
Promotion & Export Development,
Sultanate of Oman.
Discussion with the delegation started

by giving them a holistic overview of the
MB Holding Group followed by detailed
discussions on the oil & gas sector. The
discussion on the oil & gas sector was
pertinent as the Bruneian delegation
were from the sector and expressed
strong interest in collaborating with
Omani companies.

The delegation was represented by
key personnel from the Bruneian
government/public and private sectors.
The discussion was positive and there was
a common sense that both the parties
could capitalize on this collaboration in
very specific areas.

Petrogas Netherlands
supports Cobra Museum
As part of its philantropic activities to support art & culture across its areas of operations, Petrogas Netherlands
extended their support to Cobra Museum through a generous contribution. The senior management team of Petrogas
Netherlands toured the exhibition centre and soaked in the brilliant pieces on display.

Mawarid Mining conducts blood
donation at its head office in Sohar

Mawarid Mining conducted a blood donation campaign at its head office in Sohar in conjunction with the Blood Bank at Sohar
Hospital. The employees generously came forward and donated blood in support of this noble cause.
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Petrogas E&P partners with Omani Women’s
Association to help empower women

MB Petroleum Services conducted
quarterly Town Hall meeting
In its effort to ensure the continued
wellbeing of the community and as
part of its ongoing Corporate Social
Responsibility programme, Petrogas
E&P has extended its support to Omani
Women’s Association – Al Qurm Branch.
The funding was extended to support
the association’s various activities. The
company has provided the Association
with several essential commodities that
will help women be self-reliant.
The Omani Women’s Association is a
social and cultural organisation aimed
at advancing Omani women in all social
and cultural fronts. In coordination with
multiple government organisations, the
Associations strives to empower Omani
women to enter social voluntary work
and to advocate cultural, social and
health awareness. The goal is to improve
the economic and social standing of the
family and to train women to locate and
earn sustainable sources of income.

Petrogas E&P, said, “Omani women
have always played an integral role in
the development and upliftment of the
community. The Association is non-profit
informal social and support group that
facilitates and supports Omani women.
We are glad to be able to offer our
support to the Association and hope our
contribution offers them a sustainable
source of income.”
Iman Al Ghafri, President, Omani
Women’s Association – Al Qurm branch

expressed her gratitude to Petrogas E&P
for making such a generous contribution.
She said, “Our organisation works to
improve women’s social and economic
opportunities and enhance their rights.
Extensive in-country network and years
of experience give us credibility and the
necessary tools to complete our projects.
This generous support that we have
received from Petrogas E&P will add to
our cause. We look forward to partnering
with them in the future as well.”

As part of the CEO’s employee engagement
endeavour, the coastal staff address was
recently held at Park Inn Hotel, Muscat.
The CEO gave a welcome speech which
was followed by a talk on the overall
performance of the company as well as
each department. This was followed by a
q/a & employee interaction session.
The primary objective of the coastal
staff address is to establish a two way
interaction between the management

and employees on the company’s
common goals and objectives. It is
important for all employees to know the
pace and direction of the business as
well as the results achieved due to their
concerted effort and commitment.
Employees are nominated to attend the
coastal staff meeting on a rotational basis
and it also serves as an ideal platform to
raise concerns and clarify doubts with the
management.

While offering the commodities to the
Association, Iman Al Barwani, CSR &
Corporate Communications Manager,
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Petrogas Netherlands
celebrates Family Day
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MBPS launched “SAFETY DAY-INTERVENE” campaign
lead by the General Manager Khamis Al Hinai

Petrogas Rima participates in
occupational health and safety exhibition
Petrogas Rima recently participated in an
occupational health and safety exhibition
organized by the Ministry of Manpower
at Muscat Grand Mall.

MBPS received an
HSE Award from Oxy
for its commendable
performance

Participation from both government and
private sectors were witnessed. In the oil
& gas sector, Petrogas Rima LLC was one
of the three selected companies invited
by the Ministry to participate.
This participation was the first time for
the HSE division of Petrogas Rima. Their
corner was one of the most attractive
areas within the exhibition. Several high
level visitors from different commercial
sectors, including undersecretaries and
general managers visited the stand
and were impressed with the level of
information received.
The main purpose of the exhibition was
to raise awareness among different
sectors and to bring into focus “World
Day for Safety & Health at Work”.
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MB Petroleum Services takes the Drive Safe
Campaign a step further – installs IVMS
across buses operated by two schools

As part of its ongoing efforts to further highlight the importance
of safe driving practices within the communities in which it
operates, MB Petroleum Services (MBPS) has installed In-

Vehicle Monitoring System (IVMS) instruments in school buses
being operated by Shatti Al Qurm School & Moosa Bin Naseer
Boys School.

The IVMS instruments offer some latest technological advanced
systems such as Sensor MEMS 3D acceleration sensitivity which
is used to measure on a real time basis - the driving speed, the
intensity of acceleration, braking, shocks due to the condition
of the roads and the recording of the intensity of shocks
suffered by vehicles. It also checks the engine status, duration
of parking as well as the ‘engine on’ thereby saving fuel cost.
Another added feature is the active seatbelt status detection
(fastened/unfastened).

Khamis Al Hinai – General Manager, MBPS Oman, said, “As
part of the broad categories identified and finalized by the
MB Holding Group, we at MBPS initiated the Drive Safe
Campaign across various schools in the Sultanate last year. In
taking it a step ahead, we have now installed IVMS systems
in several buses operated by Shatti Al Qurm School & Noosa
Bin Nasser Boys School.”
He added, “In the recent past we have all read several
instances of school buses being driven rashly and causing
accidents. While it is extremely unfortunate, we as a
corporate felt that it was imperative that we do something
about it. The IVMS systems not only monitor the speed and
engine status but also enables to record and keep track of
driving behavior, thereby ensuring that speed limits and safe
driving practices are adhered to at all times.”
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United Engineering Services
participates in Offshore Technology
Conference in Houston, Texas USA

UES employees register record
participation in employee survey
United Engineering Services recorded the highest employee
participation at the recently concluded ‘Employee Survey
2014’. The survey was conducted in conjunction with the MB
Holding Group. The objective of the survey was to understand
employee’s honest opinion on how they feel about the
company, work environment, leadership and look at areas of
improvement. The company intends to use the survey results
as an input for the organization’s continuous improvement so
as to meet stakeholder expectations in terms of employee’s
career development & motivation and nurturing the culture of
high performance.
The survey was open to all employees and was administered and
hosted by Sirota - an independent survey research firm. Sirota
sent the questionnaire by email to those employees who have
emails and for employees with no emails, access was provided
with dedicated PC’s that were kept in different locations.
United Engineering Services recently participated in the
Offshore Technology Conference (OTC) which was held
in Houston, Texas USA. Experts from the offshore energy
industry around the world came together for the Offshore
Technology Conference.
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The OTC 2015 technical programme covered a wide
range of topics related to the offshore energy industry.
The conference offered key insights by global experts on
technological advances, safety and environmentally focused
solutions, and economic and regulatory impacts.

@MB Holding

Neville Storey, CEO, UES, said, “We are pleased to note that
86% employees (about 386) completed the survey which was
higher than any other group company that participated. We
were extremely pleased to learn from the results obtained.
Response from UES employees was more favorable not only
in comparison to other group companies but in many cases
the response was equal or better than the worldwide bench
marked companies.”
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Petrogas Rima conducts HSE Day

Our new team members!
MB Holding Company LLC

Mohammed Alzeidi
Assistant Internal Auditor

Petrogas Rima recently conducted its annual HSE day for
its field employees. The theme was ‘Safe Workplace’ and
the primary objective of the HSE day was to enhance the
workforce’s awareness towards safe workplace practices.

Sami Khamis Albadi
Assistant Accountant

Yahya Al Busaidi
Compensation & Benefits Specialist

Mohsin Al Battashi
Assistant Internal Auditor

Faisal Al Badaei
Officer - Finance Department

Faisal Al Harthy
Officer - Finance Department

MB Petroleum Services

The company firmly believes that to maintain a safe
workplace the employees need to adopt safe practices.
These were addressed through the awareness day. The
topics addressed included: Good safety culture, good
workplace housekeeping & tidiness, using inspected and
correct tools including PPE, following procedures and
adhering to safety rules. Further more maintaining HSE
competency & training for the role, being a role model in
‘individual safety leadership’, implementing HSE incentives
and consequence accordingly, promoting safe HSE practices
in the workplace, supervision/mentoring/coaching were
also covered.

Hilalah Al Maamari
MPLT Interpretation Analyst

Saif Al Hajri
HSE Officer

United Engineering Services

Adnan Al Balushi
Mechanic
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Asila Al Harthi
HR Officer
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Asma Al Barwani
Graduate Trainee
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Prafful Chaudhary
Design Engineer

Sultanate of Oman

Our new team members!
Petrogas E&P

Oday Al Harthy
HR Team Leader

Fahad Al Rusheidi
Sr. Development Geologist

Saleem Al Shukairi
Design Engineer

Ghudayyer Al Waheibi
Corporate Quality and HSE Manager

MB Holding Company LLC

United Engineering Services LLC

P O Box 695, Muttrah

P O Box 2638, Ruwi

Postal Code 114, Sultanate of Oman

Postal Code 112, Sultanate of Oman

Tel: +968-24580580 - Fax: +968-24580599

Tel: +968-24561850 - Fax: +968-24562083

Email: mboman@mbholdingco.com

Email: ues@uesoman.com

www.mbholdingco.com

www.uesoman.com

Petrogas E&P LLC

Mawarid Mining LLC

P O Box 353, Ruwi

P O Box 476, Sohar

Postal Code 112, Sultanate of Oman

Postal Code 321, Sultanate of Oman

Tel: +968-24527900 - Fax:+968 24527909

Tel: +968-26865300 - Fax:+968-26865301

Email: petrogasep@petrogas.com.om

Email: mawaridoman@mawaridmining.com

www.petrogasep.com

www.mawaridmining.com

MB Petroleum Services LLC
P O Box 695, Seeb
Postal Code 111, Sultanate of Oman

Al Sharqiya Aviation

Tel: +968-24580000 - Fax: +968-24494530
Email: mboman@mbpetroleum.co.om
www.mbpetroleum.com

Jameel Mohamed Nabhan
Graduate Trainee
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Mining & Minerals

4,600
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